
 Character is not made in a crisis; it is only exhibited. - Robert Freeman 

 "Commitment to excellence + consistency of effort = success" 

 Experience is the teacher of all things. ~ Caesar 

 Failure is an opportunity to learn, more intelligently.  

 "You smell the cologne I have on? You know what it is? It's called confidence. I wear it 

everyday." – Deion Sanders 

 A diamond in the rough is still a diamond. 

 "Plan your work then work your plan." 

 Don't chase money. Chase victories and winning. Once you get good at that, the money will 

chase you. 

 "Champions never complain, they are too busy getting better." 

 Teamwork is the fuel that allows common people to produce uncommon results. –Unknown 

 Winners Train, Losers Complain. 

 "Success favors the prepared mind." 

 "Conquer your bad habits or they will conquer you." - Rob Gilbert 

 "Improvement begins with I." - Arnold H. Glasgow 

 If you think you can do a thing or think you can't do a thing, you're right. ~ Henry Ford 

 We must all suffer one of two things: the pain of discipline or the pain of regret or 

disappointment. ~ Jim Rohn 

 "Long term success is achieved by not trading it for short term pleasure." 

 "Fatigue makes a coward of us all." - Vince Lombardi 

 "Be humble. No matter how good you are; there is always someone better." 

 The basis of our optimism is our work ethic. 

 “Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.” 

 A lot of guys have potential written on their tombstones. 

 Don’t criticize success. Analyze it. 

 A River cuts through a rock not because of it’s power, but it’s perspective. 

 “We make a living by what we get. We make a life by what we give.” – Winston Churchill 

 Earn your jersey. 

 "To whom much is given; much is expected." 

 "Yesterday is but today's memory, tomorrow is today's dream." - Khalil Gibran 

 Much of the best work of the world has been done against seeming impossibilities. ~ Dale 

Carnegie 

 "The dictionary is the only place where success comes before work." - Mark Twain 

 Begin each day as if it were in purpose. 

 "Winners know why they win games, it's a culture." 

 People most often choose the path of least resistance. Sometimes the best path is to go right 

through the wall. 

 "Person who chases two rabbits catches neither." – Confucius 

 "Championships are earned when nobody is watching." 

 "Nobody who ever gave their best regretted it." 

 "A person who really wants to do something finds a way; others find an excuse." 

 "It takes years to make an overnight success." 



 


